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ABSTRACT

The Silicon Pore Optics (SPO) technology has been established as a new type of X-ray optics enabling future X-ray observatories such as Athena and Arcus. SPO is being developed at cosine together with the European Space Agency (ESA) and academic as well as industrial partners. The SPO modules are lightweight, yet stiff, high-resolution X-ray optics, allowing missions to reach a large effective area of several square meters. These properties of the optics are mainly linked to the mirror plates consisting of mono-crystalline silicon. Silicon is rigid, has a relatively low density, a very good thermal conductivity and excellent surface finish, both in terms of figure and surface roughness. For Athena, a large number of mirror plates is required, around 150,000 for the goal configuration. With the technology spin-in from the semiconductor industry, mass production processes can be employed to manufacture rectangular shapes SPO mirror plates in high quality, large quantity and at low cost. Within the last years, several aspects of the SPO mirror plate have been reviewed and undergone further developments in terms of effective area, intrinsic behavior of the mirror plates and mass production capability. In view of flight model production, a second source of mirror plates has been added in addition to the first plate supplier. The paper will provide an overview of most recent plate design, metrology and production developments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report details the process steps utilized in the manufacture of silicon mirror plates for SPO [10, 12-18]. The plate manufacturing process begins with double-sided polished 300 mm wafers, and ends with diced, ribbed, wedged, and coated SPO plates which can be subsequently stacked to form an optical unit [1, 2]. SPO are currently fabricated using a combination of established semiconductor fabrication techniques and novel fabrication techniques specifically developed for ESA’s Athena mission. The scientific community has specified a HEW optical resolution of five arc-seconds, and an
energy-dependent effective area of up to 1.5 m$^2$ [3-6]. All research and development effort to date has focused on achieving these goals and eliminating the most significant sources of error.

Silicon pore optics are being developed by a consortium of industrial partners which is coordinated by cosine Research B.V. and led by ESA. In 2007, Micronit Microtechnologies B.V. joined the consortium and assumed responsibility for the technology development of manufacturing silicon mirror plates for Athena. In 2016, Athena’s second supplier Teledyne imaging joined the consortium and started to develop the process to manufacture SPO plates. Until now, numerous process innovations have significantly improved the quality of SPO plates and also reduced manufacturing cost.

In Figure 1, the process flow towards production of SPO plates is depicted. The production of SPO plates consists of dicing 300 mm wafers into square shaped plates, ribbing the plates to create grooves along the optical axis, wedging the plates to create a thickness taper along the optical axis, and coating to provide a patterned metallic layer on the reflective surfaces of the plates.

2. SILICON MIRROR PLATE PROCESS FLOW

**Wafer dicing and plate ribbing**

As shown in Figure 1, the production of SPO plates starts with dicing double-sided polished 300 mm monocrystalline silicon wafers, which have specifications of 1 Å RMS surface roughness and a total thickness variation (TTV) of less than 0.2 µm, into square shaped plates of dimensions 40 x 120 mm$^2$ to 100 x 20 mm$^2$.

![12'' Si wafers](image1)

![Dicing & Ribbing](image2)

![Wedging & Coating](image3)

Figure 1. Overview of process flow for production of SPO mirror plates.

![Dicing and ribbing of double-sided polished 300 mm monocrystalline silicon wafer into SPO plates.](image4)

Figure 2. Dicing and ribbing of double-sided polished 300 mm monocrystalline silicon wafer into SPO plates.
The left image in Figure 2 shows the mirror dicing plate map on the 300 mm wafer. The orientation of plate edges is aligned with a silicon crystal plane to ensure correct etching behavior in subsequent chemical processing steps.

During the ribbing process of SPO mirror plates, grooves are diced in the silicon substrate to create pores for X-ray optics. A scanning electron microscope image of a plate with grooves is shown in the right image in Figure 2. The rib pitch, rib width and membrane thickness are variable in the order of 1 mm to 3 mm, 0.17 mm and 0.15 mm, respectively. The grooves form the empty space for X-rays to enter and be reflected off a mirror, whereas the ribs provide the required structural stiffness to the optical units. Since the mirror plates will be curved in the stacking process to the radius of the telescope lens, the plates need to be as thin as possible. The plate membrane thickness thereby determines the flexibility of the plates and the ribs provide the individual mirrors with the appropriate distance. The top side of these ribs will be bonded to the mirror surface of another SPO mirror plate and stacked to a height of up to 35 plates.

**Wedging and coating**

As a next step in SPO plate production, a wedge angle of 3.3 arc-seconds, with an accuracy of one to two percent, is processed into the plates in rib direction. This wedging of diced and ribbed plates is done wet-chemically. The goal of the wedging process is to taper plates along the optical axis to create a conical approximation to a Wolter I Optic [4]. Without wedging, a stack of plates would form a cylindrical approximation to a Wolter I optic when SPO plates are stacked subsequently. The picture of the reflective side of a wedged middle radius SPO plate is shown in the left image in Figure 3. The different colors are due to the thickness variations in the wedge.

After wedging, a final processing step is necessary to boost the reflectivity of the SPO mirror plates. Metal coatings such as iridium and low-Z overcoatings such as SiC or B$_4$C are currently under investigation as materials for obtaining the required X-ray reflectivity for Athena [16,17]. Patterning of the metal layer is needed to ensure bondability of the silicon mirror plates during the stacking process. Standard photolithographic techniques as applied in semiconductor industry are used to protect the bonding area of the mirror plates against metal deposition. After metal layer deposition, the excess metal, which is coated in the bonding areas, can be removed easily by a lift-off process. The edge definition of the resulting patterned coating is accurate to a micrometer. A patterned coated middle radius SPO plate is shown in Figure 3. Further development to optimize the photoresist coating process and to prepare the process for mass production is ongoing.

![Figure 3. (Left) Wedged middle radius SPO plate. (Right) Patterned coated middle radius SPO plate.](image)

**3. NEW SPO PLATE TYPES WITH WIDER PORES TOWARDS MORE EFFECTIVE AREA**

Until spring 2019, most of the development work has been done with three plates types of inner (250 mm radius of curvature), middle (737 mm radius of curvature) and outer radius (1500 mm radius of curvature). These are shown in
Figure 4. Recently, we have started to test SPO plates with wider pores and thinner membrane thickness to increase the effective area while keeping the impact on the HEW of the optics minimal. First promising experiments have been performed with middle and outer radius SPO plates shown in the left and right pictures in Figure 5, respectively. Here, the effective area has been increased by widening the pores by a factor of 2.46 and 2.00, respectively. The investigations on varying pore width and height and the impact on the performance of the optics are ongoing.

![Figure 4. Pictures of inner, middle and outer radius SPO plates.](image)

Figure 5. (Left) Middle radius SPO plate with wider pores. (Right) The top outer radius plate has the current default pore width and the bottom one the wider pore width.

![Figure 5.](image)

4. PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE

As a latest development, a total thickness variation (TTV) measurement system has been procured, installed and further developed at cosine to not only measure the wedge of SPO plates on the reflective and ribbed side but also to measure the TTV of an entire 0.8 mm-thick SPO plate to an accuracy of a few nanometers. A picture of the system is shown in the left image in Figure 6.

With the new TTV measurement system, a substantial effort has been made to better understand and improve the quality of the wedge of SPO plates. We recognized two main issues: a systematic bias in the wedge angle, and systematic shape deviations in the wedge layers that contribute to the stack-up error.

At the moment, the two plate suppliers are only able to measure the reflective side of SPO plates to check the conformance of the wedge angle to the nominal value. This is due to limitations of their metrology systems. The cosine TTV measurements on both sides of plates reveal, however, that the wedge angle is not identical on the ribbed and reflective sides. We find that the total wedge angle is systematically larger than the nominal value as for several middle radius SPO plates. This is shown in the right graph in Figure 6. For the plate production process in June 2019, an offset
of $0.086 \pm 0.002$ arc-seconds was found. Ray trace simulations establish that this wedge offset causes an increase of HEW of about 2.5" for a 34-plate X-ray Optical Unit (XOU). Based on the results of the new metrology systems, the plate suppliers are now adjusting their wedging process to account for this offset.

![Figure 6](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie) (Left) TTV measurement system at cosine. (Right) Wedge angle versus SPO plate number.

![Figure 7](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie) Axial slope deviation predicted from summing the wedge TTV profiles of 20 (left) non-chopped and (right) chopped SPO plates. The non-chopped plates show substantial slope deviations at the plate edges, which are removed when the plates are chopped (right image). Note that the red/blue seen at the very ends of the ribs are due to measurement artifacts at the edges.
We have also discovered that the wedging process introduces defects along the edges of SPO plates. This has been observed in height maps of the wedge acquired by cosine’s TTV system. The impact of those features on stack quality will increase by stack-up. The left image in Figure 7 shows a map of summed up TTV profiles of a series of so-called “non-chopped” middle radius SPO plates. A map of the residual axial slope errors has been created to make it comparable to the ones generated by our in-house stacking metrology Fringe Reflection Technique (FRT). Substantial deviations from the nominal shape are clearly visible along the edges as well as the local defects highlighted by red circles.

As a solution to these shape deviations, larger middle radius SPO plates in rib direction are getting produced. After wedging, the mirror plates are getting shortened to the nominal length. With this process improvement, the features are largely removed as shown in the right image in Figure 7. We have produced a series of stacks using chopped SPO plates confirms this.

Another systematic defect, which became obvious with improved cleanliness of SPO plates, are drying stains at fixed positions on plates. These stains are small on plate level but become larger during stacking degrading the performance of the optics. The red circles in the left image in Figure 8 highlight the drying stains on plate one of a middle radius stack. These stacking defects are observed where plates come in contact with the support structures used during the SPO plates drying step, part of the cleaning process in the wet bench.

![Figure 8. drying stains at the edge of a stacked middle radius SPO plate.](image)

We were able to eliminate the drying stains by modifying the Marangoni drying parameters to minimize the quantity of water trapped at the interface between plates and their support rods and by re-designing the SPO plate process carriers. This is going to improve the quality of the central area, contributing to lower the HEW of the 70% contiguous area fraction.

The current wet bench has shown an excellent performance, however, as with any tool that runs continuously for long period of time, it has started to wear and parts are starting to break down. As SPO development is moving forward, we are in the process of procuring a new wet bench. This will guaranty the highest level of plate cleanliness with increased throughput compared to our current wet bench.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have summarized the current state-of-the-art in Silicon Pore Optics plate manufacturing technology. A customized dicing process is used to obtain ribbed square shaped SPO plates from 300 mm double-sided polished monocrystalline silicon wafers with normal and larger pores for increased effective area. Customized wedging equipment is used to fabricate SPO plates of the correct geometry, and industry-standard wet chemical processes to
ensure bondable surfaces. In summary, a process flow has been developed to manufacture stackable SPO mirror plates with accurate control of the wedge angle, which is suitable to meet the requirements of Athena. With this combination of standard wafer processes and standard equipment, it will be possible to manufacture the required ~150,000 SPO plates for Athena in a cost-effective way within the time-scale of less than two years. We already produce more than 2,000 plates per year and are continuously ramping up production.

In view of further process improvements, TTV measuring capabilities have been added in terms of a TTV measurement system that has been developed to measure the SPO plates total thickness deviation more accurately. This helped to minimize wedge angle errors and entry and exits defects of the plates. In addition, systematic drying stains which lead up to a stack-up defect have been identified and eliminated and new wet bench is being procured for better cleanliness and larger throughput towards mass production of SPO plates.
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